Welcome to 6 new centres!

- Baku (Azerbaijan)
- Zagreb (Croatia)
- Thessaloniki (Greece)
- Tours (France)
- Badajoz Hospital Infanta Cristina (Spain)
- Ankara (Turkey)
- The ELTR now accounts for 156 centres from 30 Countries

More than 100,000 Liver Transplantations at the last update!

- Number of LT: 107,071 from 150 centres (May 1968 - December 2011)
- Reduced: 2362, Split liver: 5532, Living donor: 4874, Domino: 818, DCD: 813
- The specific analysis of each contributing centre is available in the website [www.eltr.org](http://www.eltr.org). A confidential password have been distributed to all centres

4,874 Living Related LT!

- 4874 procedures performed in 89 centres (Oct. 1991 - December 2011)
- Donor post-operative mortality: 7/4874 (0.14%), Donor morbidity: 20% overall and 25% for right liver

More than 70% of the centres have been audited!

- 108 centres have been audited since 1988
- Since 2010, all the variables of the questionnaire are controlled
- 5 additional centres will be audited in 2013 (Ospedale Pediatrico Bambino Gesù di Roma, Tartu, Heidelberg, Santander and Newcastle)
- The ELTR Committee thanks all the centres that agreed to be audited

A New ELTR website

- We are in a process of modernizing the ELTR data management and analysis procedures. Features of the new procedure are summarized in the opposite slide.
- The web-based platform will offer to the centres:
  - Better quality control
  - Speed of execution
  - More secure storage of data
  - Faster delivery of results for ELTR studies, presentations, publications...
- A 3 years contract has been signed with Manettis® Company that will use SAS technology for this project.
- The new ELTRweb platform will be operational end of 2013.
- A workshop will be organized in Paris after the centres will have tested it during some weeks.
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